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are euq abasnep euq ol otircsed aÃbah enirehtaK .oserpxe ejaiv ortseun ne ,sarodevomnoc ocop nu nos euq setrap yah etnemavitinifeD .luzA nerT led oiretsiM lE omoc someconoc aroha euq ,dutignol al adot ed alevon al atsah airotsih us rajabart ³ÃidiceD It is nowhere to be The events of 1926 with the death of her mother and the infidelity of her
husband had left a deep psychological scar on Christie. We know the character of Captain Arthur Hastings now, and when he is the narrator, humor is much more evidence. A rich bachelor, of course, in 1928, will need a paid partner. Naturally, the police suspect that he has deliberately embedded in Ruth's affections, to murder her and steal the
Ruby. The writing of this book (part of which took place in the Canary Islands in early 1927) was a test for Agatha Christie. The money is not intended for him, so he will not rest until the killer has been caught. There are precious jewels: rubies without price. We see this mask, which is illuminated against the night sky that decreases and threatens,
behind the windows of the carriages. She makes good use of this device with minor characters in the mystery of the blue train. On board the luxurious blue train that extends from London to the Riviera, the daughter of Millened Millionaire, Ruth Kettering, is murdered, her faces stolen jewels. It is read: "The two distinguished members of the O.F.D. Carlotta and Peter." One is Le Bon Dieu - He raised one hand to heaven and then settled in his chair and closed his eyelids, murmured comfortably: "And the other is Hercule Poirot" and how did Agatha Christie finally feel about the mystery of the blue train? Can we ever believe our own eyes? Since it was only Ada Mason's word that someone had
been with Ruth in the compartment, this could clearly have been a lie. As the history and duration of Knighton's stay in countries that had had had large unresolved crimes involving jewelry, Hercule Poirot argued that Ada Mason's killer and accomplice was not Derek Kettering, but Knightson's important. She wrote, "Every time I read it again, I think
it's nu nu noc ,©Ãhcilc ed onell plot. Perhaps. They arrived by steam boat, disembarking in the main port of Santa Cruz before heading to the Valley of La Orotava. He accuses Major Knightton in front of his employer, Van Aldin, (and of course, the reader). But it does not matter. Some of the characterizations are a small madness for modern tastes,
and the parties read like a cheap thriller. The next corn, however, Ruth is dead in her compartment. (Hide Spoiler)] How is this novel up? A ridiculous reconstruction of the murder in the LE Train Bleuâ, having asked Van Aldin and his secretary to accompany him. Although writing seems deliberately mitigating us, there are basic clues stained under
this characteristic writing. O.F.D. He appeared to the order of faithful dogs and both Carlotta, hired by Christie as secretary and the Rosalind governess, and Peter, Rosalind's very dear dog was in that field instead of the order of rats without faith that had been away from her. But life is not so ... there are things that are not, but that throw their
shadow before.â € ™ â € a 1928 novel demands crashed characters. This coincides with the initial thoughts of Poirot, and both the police and the public believe that the case has been resolved, as the reader does. The Police The Arrest Knighton and The Case is Finally Closed. But there are two people who know. But what do we see to be confident?
(Hide Spoiler)] We often find that Hã © rcule poirot seã ± alaré a character, and apparently sharing his thoughts with them, or even looking for his advice. And Ruth is on their way to an illuminated gathering with her lover, or not? We meet Katherine Gray, who is having her first winter vacation abroad, after recently inheriting enough money. The
frightful greed leads to deceit, violence and murder. A from 1927 he visited the island of Tenerife in the Canary Islands, with his daughter, Rosalind. But where's Ruth's husband, Derek? But... But...He must be careful with him or she also. We are approaching our destiny. Is it, as the author, a failed novel? And there are greedy people on the train;
Shaded characters who want such Rubães. And the fact that she was writing under so much emotional pressure is not a good omen. He was really the famous and very old jewelry of jewelry, "The Marquis". Yes, to some extent. But this ride moves in attacks and begins, and there is a great almighty hurry towards the clãmax. In addition, immediately
after, we disconcertly learn all the subsequent facts that Poirot has discovered, of which we have not been aware and that are essential for the final explanation. (See Spoiler) [The maid, Ada Mason is really Kitty Kidd, a recognized masculine imitator and actress. She is the biggest Knighton, the secretary of an important businessman: the American
millionaire Rufus van Aldin. The graphic novel was published for the first time in French in 2005 under the Torn Bleu Type and the story was adapted for television with David Suchet as Poirot in 2006. Many people, I'm sorry to say, I like it. After her breakdown from her marriage to Archibald Christie, she disappeared without a trace for ten days in
December of that year. Do we know these people? But no, the master of ceremonies of this circus, Hã © Rcule Poirot, moves all his chess passengers again. However, Hercule Poirot now has great reservations about whether the true murderer has been identified. Eventually Hercule Poirot resolves the truth, but we are not aware of his cycles. The
novel was "Witness", another mystery of Poirot starring a hair terrier. Possibly, but all players in this theater seem to have changed. Another Scurdes train on the opposite track. The authors are always said that they are not a judge of their own books. y adalugnartse odis ah allE .orbil led datim al isac atsah ecerapa on ,ohceh eD .senalp sus raibmac
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,sserpxE htuomylP le ,3291 ed torioP ed atroc airotsih al ed adavired euqnua ,Ãs ne airotsih aL ?sodot ed erbmoh nu yaH¿Â .amart al a adan ragerga on y priceless ruby, the ¢ÃÂÂHeart of Fire¢ÃÂÂ, which had recently been given to Ruth by her father, is missing.Ruth¢ÃÂÂs father, the American millionaire Rufus Van Aldin, although ruthless in
business, had idolised his daughter, and indulged her every whim. ¢ÃÂÂIt is true that I have the habit of being always right - but I do not boast of it.¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂYes, such comments are wryly amusing, but they are frankly so obvious, that they can become a little tiresome.Another interesting fact about Katherine Grey, is that she comes from the little
village of ¢ÃÂÂSt. Mary Mead¢ÃÂÂ. There is very little humour in this novel, and when it does pop up, it is nearly always at the expense of Hercule Poirot, with descriptions of him such as:¢ÃÂÂIt amused her to see the little man plume himself like a bird, thrusting out his chest, and assuming an air of mock modesty that would have deceived no one.
¢ÃÂÂ or:¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂI never prophesy,¢ÃÂÂ he declared pompously. Reset in the late 1930s to match the rest of the Poirot TV series, the adaption by Guy Andrews was directed by Hettie Macdonald who also directed the 2013 adaptation of Curtain: Poirot's Last Case. Now we all know which detective, with the convincing appearance of a dotty old
biddy, lives there! But the Miss Marple murder mystery books had yet to be written, and this is the first ever mention of ¢ÃÂÂSt. Mary Mead¢ÃÂÂ.Hercule Poirot makes further secret investigations, and deduces that (view spoiler)[the murder and the jewel theft might not be connected, as the famous jewel thief ¢ÃÂÂThe Marquis¢ÃÂÂ is connected
with the crime.Later on, the dancer ¢ÃÂÂMirelle¢ÃÂÂ, whom we learn had been on the train with Derek Kettering, also says that she saw Derek leave Ruth¢ÃÂÂs compartment around the time the murder would have taken place, and this leads to his arrest. The novel also contains a number of firsts: there is a reference to the fictional village of St.
Mary Mead, which would later be the home of Agatha detective Miss Marple; the first appearance of the minor recurring character, Mr Goby, who would also appear in After the Funeral and Third Girl and the first appearance of Poirot's valet, George. Many people have mocked themselves at the little ideas of Hercule Poirot - and they have been
wrong.¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂYou tell your lies and you think nobody knows. This is frustrating for the reader. Now separated from Archie and in need of funds, she turned back to writing. Few of the passengers are what they seem.¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂTrust the train, Mademoiselle,¢ÃÂÂ murmured Poirot again. In The Mystery of the Blue Train, Poirot has confided in
Katherine Grey, yet we do not yet know on whose side she will turn out to be.It has to be said that when Agatha Christie has a new sounding board for Hercule Poirot, the lack of Captain Arthur Hastings is a sad loss. Yes - two people. There are violent Parisian street ruffians, whom the author refers to as ¢ÃÂÂapaches¢ÃÂÂ. Nobody would have
thought of suspecting Major Knighton, as he was supposedly in Paris. Instead, he suspects Ruth¢ÃÂÂs husband, Derek Kettering, whom he discovers had also been on ¢ÃÂÂLe Train Bleu¢ÃÂÂ, but claims not to have seen Ruth. He knows ¢ÃÂ¦Â¢ÃÂÂAh, mais c¢ÃÂÂest Anglais ca ¢ÃÂ¦Â everything in black and white, everything clear cut and well
defined. During their stay, Agatha Christie unearthed a short story she had written four years earlier, called, ¢ÃÂÂThe Plymouth Express¢ÃÂÂ. There is a body. Not the Plymouth Express of the short story, but a far grander, more romantic affair: ¢ÃÂÂLe Train Bleu¢ÃÂÂ, bound for Nice, on the glamorous French Riviera. All aboard The Mystery of the
Blue Train, for a most unexpected ride, courtesy of the Grand Dame of Golden Age mysteries herself!Since this passenger locomotive was constructed in 1928, it is only to be expected that this train will trundle along sometimes, before getting up speed, and blasting its whistle, to dash along to its destination at an rate. For our entertainment during
the trip, we will look at each of the individual isolated compartments, knowing their occupants, who are aboard the mystery of the blue train, for an unexpected trip, courtesy of the great lady of the age of the age of Prayed. Mysteria for himself! Since this passenger locomotive was built in 1928, it is expected that this train sometimes will pass, before
speeding and flying its whistle, so that it will be launched to its destination at an express pace. During the trip, we will look at each of the individual isolated compartments, meet their occupants, which are so diverse and stereotyped, as 1928 would make us believe. We believe we know all the passengers on this train. Another externally attractive
person occupies a relatively servile position. Her mother had died, and she had discovered that her husband, Archie, was involved with another woman. And Katherine, whom Poirot has made a confidant, says she saw Derek enter the Ruth compartment. Of course, everyone is not English, and Agatha Christie does not shudder in portraying what she
expected that the English readers of her would see "foreigners" with all the stereotyped pecadillos of her. Ruth's maid, Ada Mason, reports having seen a man at the Ruth compartment, but she couldn't see what he was. The relationships and roles of her change as raised as the landscape is seen through the windows of "The Bleu Train". But Poirot is
close to solve the case. Sometimes they would be "the strange", and others would be more specific, such as (my personal favorite) man with "the mustache that goes up and the nose that goes down." We do not see at all. We have both extravagantly and those of the studies ordinary, the riches of Nouveau, the servants who are not better than they
should be, the pompous officials jumped ... Everyone is here to observe while we play their Charles Dickens, whom he referred to in a previous novel, regularly employed a way to carefully refer to someone, without revealing his name. The dedication "to the two distinguished members of the O.F.D. - Carlotta and Peter" also refers to this difficult
moment. We even think we know what has happened and in who trust, guide and direct as the train driver. "O.F.D. â‚¬" appeared to the "order of faithful dogs", in opposition to the "order of infidel rats." However, Poirot does not believe he is guilty. On the train there are several of the characters that we have already known, such as the rich
kettering, and her maid ada school. We see more evidence of a similar relationship, with another obsessed woman, in a car more all of the train. Certainly it could have been so, since it is difficult to expand a short story in a satisfactory mysterious novel of full length, not including a lot of irrelevant filling. But it is an convoluted plot, and a complicated
and intricate crime. He would say that the "trains of his bleu never derail, we have a convincing deviation that approaches our destination, and the reader never settles when the impulse accumulates. When a cigarette case is located with the letter" K "in the compartment , this seems to condemn it more. of hard and mercenary nose. We begin with
several scenes that will only make sense later, with a man with a thick white hair clash. (And, of course, all this is sadly, necessarily is missing, in any dramatization) History is a typical adventure, which involves the desire for jewelry, in this case, including the famous "fire heart". It was even photographed in the clique of the first Agatha Christie
keeps her cards under her sleeve, while an observer reader feels "in knowledge." But he behaves in such a cystic way, that Van Aldin begins to regret using it and seriously doubt his competition. There is a young heiress rich in poor condition, Ruth kettering. Poirot is according to scolding, despite its previous intention to enjoy the retirement of it and
travel through leisure. We learn several details, which may or may not be red traces. There is an infamous dancer and actress from Parisienne, known as "Mirelle". Pope Poirot, he always laughs at last. " So we enjoy our trip in "Lea Train Bleu". â‚¬? Even Agatha Christie herself had reservations about the mystery of the blue train, which she had
found a terrible experience to write. Two years before it had been a disastrous moment in the author's personal life. It is not his best story, but deserving of an average qualification. " HERULCE POIROT REPUTATION, urges the former detective to assume the case. We see flashes of light through the windows: one, two, three! Every second reveals a
little more than the puzzle. We do not like the woman the woman rich, but we admire the intelligence and patience of the paid compaign: "Katherine Gray was born with the power to manage old people, dogs and children small, and did it without any apparent meaning of tension." She as naã £ â¯ve as it seems? You should not trust any. Few level and
reliable people. We see them all act their little charadas, while the atipicerp atipicerp es passengers slot into types, not only according to their nationalities, but also by their social positions. ¢ÃÂÂAnd trust Hercule Poirot. The Comte de la Roche is already known to the police as a notoriously shady character. There is a Greek antique dealer, and
dubious Russians, involved with stolen merchandise. These too, we recognise, albeit uncomfortably, as we glimpse into those carriages. (view spoiler)[She meets Ruth Kettering, the American heiress unhappy in her marriage, and travelling to meet her lover, the Comte de la Roche. True, in this novel we have our first sight of Poirot¢ÃÂÂs valet,
George, but he is no substitute. Also, Derek Kettering had gone into Ruth¢ÃÂÂs compartment, to talk to her when he knew that she was on the ¢ÃÂÂLe Train Bleu¢ÃÂÂ, but he had left when he saw that she was apparently asleep.Poirot, using his little grey cells, saw that the cigarette case bearing the initial ¢ÃÂÂK¢ÃÂÂ, might not stand for
¢ÃÂÂKettering¢ÃÂÂ, but for ¢ÃÂÂKnighton¢ÃÂÂ. ¢ÃÂÂKnighton¢ÃÂÂ.
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